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Abstract. Sustainability is a term that there is no exact definition that is 
accepted for everyone. But the main acceptance is that goods and services 
that use resources that can be replaced. As it is clear that climate change is 
one of the big problems of the world nowadays, sustainability becomes an 
important subject of the world. Day by day people become more conscious 
about sustainability and try to live environmentally friendly. In such a 
condition sustainability in architectural design becomes more important. In 
this paper applying sustainability concepts on architectural design is
discussed. In the third year architectural design studio students are 
supposed to design a sustainable project that is respectable to the 
environment and also using renewable energy sources. The aim of this 
paper is to put forward integration of sustainability with respect to material 
usage in architectural design. The projects of third year studio students are 
taken as a case study and integration of sustainable structures and materials 
to architectural design is discussed.

1 Introduction
Climate change is one of the global problems that world faces in nowadays. As the climate 
changes, sea level has risen, typhoons may cause more damage, average rainfall has 
increased, hot temperatures can be dangeruos for human health and also changing weather 
conditions can effect the ranges of plants and animals. For reducing the impacts of climate 
change people has to take precautions. One of the precaution that can be done is being 
sustainable. As buildings consume most of the energy, sustainability of the buildings is 
important. Architects must think about energy consumption and sustainability for living in 
healthy environment.

There is much talk of ‘sustainable development’ and little comprehension of its 
meaning. It is very evident that those involved in the so-called ‘green’ movement are 
characterized by their passion, [1]. Estimates of likely future adaptations are an essential 
ingredient in impact and vulnerability assessments. The extent to which ecosystems, food 
supplies, and sustainable development are vulnerable or “in danger” depends both on 
exposure to changes in climate and on the ability of the impacted system to adapt. In 
addition, adaptation is an important policy response option, along with mitigation. There is 
a need for the development and assessment of planned adaptation initiatives to help manage 
the risks of climate change [2].

Adaptation also is considered an important response option or s t r a t e g y, along with 
mitigation [3, 4, 5, 6]. Even with reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, global 
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temperatures are expected to increase, other changes in climate—including extremes—are 
likely, and sea level will continue to rise [7, 8, 9]. Hence, development of planned 
adaptation strategies to deal with these risks is regarded as a necessary complement to 
mitigation actions [10, 11, 12, 13]. Article 4.1 of the UNFCCC commits parties to 
formulating, cooperating on, and implementing “measures to facilitate adequate adaptation 
to climate change.” The Kyoto Protocol (Article 10) also commits parties to promote and 
facilitate adaptation and deploy adaptation technologies to address climate change.

One of the ways of adaptation to the climate change is being sustainable. As most of the 
energy consumption is done by the buildings, being sustainable and using sustainable 
principles in buildings is getting important day by day.

2 Structure and material usages concerning sustainability in 
architectural design studio
Mostly every architecture faculty has theoretical courses including sustainability. But 
ıntegrating sustainability principles in to architectural design is difficult. In this paper 
adaptation of the sustainability principles to architectural design and how to make the 
building sustainable by using different materials and structures is discussed. To emphasize 
and to achieve a consciousness of the sustainability, third year architecture design studio 
focused on it. Third year architecture design studio and it’s outcomes is taken as a case 
study of this paper.

It was a challenge for students to design with sustainable principles. As sustainability 
has many ways to apply, students tried to adapt different principles of it into their design. 
They firstly tried to find new methods, systems, structures and materials for their designs. 
After that they searched deeply the applicability of the systems. Some of the projects have 
used different materials and methods for cleaning the surrounding air, collecting rain water,
producing energy from sun and waves, using natural ventilation, using biomass and using 
wind energy. Whereas one of the project used fibre forced polyester for a temporary 
sustainable project. In this design besides sustainability it can take precautions for climate 
change. As it is known one of the results of the climate change is the rising the level of sea. 
This project and the interior spaces of it will not have any damage even if it goes under 
water. Another project work on the materials for producing energy with algae. This project 
designed algae producing units as façade elements in building scale and also as separation 
elements in landscape. The ones that are used on façade are also has the function of shading 
and providing privacy. As the algae in tubes get larger in volume, the colour of the water in 
the tubes located on facade get darker achieving the function of sun shading (fig1, fig2).
Students learned how to design sustainable project by hands on doing method.

Fig 1. Experiment with algea tubes
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Fig 2. Experiment with algea aquarium

In design process concerning sustainability is important for living in a healthy world. 
Using renewable sources and energy efficiently can make big changes in our lives quality. 
Evaluation the importance of sustainability in architectural design is the significance of this 
paper. Because sustainability in designs can let the architectural design be environmentally 
friendly. By being sustainable, effects of the serious problems of the world which is climate 
change and be decreased. In this paper several methods are used. These are; literature 
review, evaluation of design with sustainability and observing the architectural design 
process. 

The results of this study point out the integration of sustainability principles to 
architectural design. With this awareness of sustainability on design the energy 
consumption of buildings can be decreased. Different materials and structures concerning 
sustainability are put forward by this paper. And with case studies taken from the third year 
architectural design studio, the application methods of these systems to architectural design 
is introduced.
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